Makani Networks supports
pro-entrepreneurial reforms
“Makani Networks deplores all acts or ploys that hinders innovation”

May 6, 2011 – San Francisco, California – Entrepreneurs do not fear failures as much as veiled
acts unleashed by hidden powerful economic forces including some corporates and investors.

It has been observed that some powerful institutions employ predatory and offensive ploys to
accomplish their agendas such as use of their 'proxies' (in many cases from your own native country!)
that are funded and located within or in other countries, use connections through their state's highest
intelligence and security and judiciary to enforce threats, and utilize their all powerful 'tribe' members
to attack or use frivolous litigation or anti-trusts motions to gain leverage in ploys against unwanted
competitors thereby wasting time of hardworking and innovative entrepreneurs. Further, if such
techniques do not work out, then other techniques that are commonly employed include bringing
target characters to disrepute or constant harassment through 24x7 surveillance using all popular
channels. The only meaningful way to preserve the status-quo for such power players is by crushing
the competitors and innovators using any means available other than innovation.

Adopting unfair tactics and predatory practices commonly employed by such invisible forces (including
some investors and corporates thence supported by nation states) critically hinders innovation and
wastes precious time and resources of an entrepreneur. Unfortunately, for these power players, they
soon come to realize that such veiled threats or acts of litigation or proxy attacks to gain leverage
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against competitors severely backfires in other continents and nation states around the world. So it
goes like this: every action has an equal and opposite reaction, so much sooner than later!

Makani Networks wholeheartedly supports pro-entrepreneurial reforms that encourages innovation
and deplores all acts or ploys by the hidden economic forces that hinders innovation.

Makani offers high-performance, easy-to-use and technically innovative solutions for next-generation wide-area services.
Makani Mobilizer™ appliances are deployed in the customer's network for blazing-speed data access over a wide-range of
access networks. Makani Enhancers™ are deployed for wide-area data acceleration and optimization. Founded in 2006,
Makani is headquartered in San Francisco USA.
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